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Abstract 

When some surveys on residents’ responses are taken in disasters, various cases are found. In 

some cases, victims can’t take proper actions with disaster information, other residents can evacuate 

safely with use of their local precursory phenomena. To support residents’ responses in disasters, 

our societies have developed accuracy and availability of disaster information. However, when real 

situations are check in disasters, we need to reconsider how to support residents’ responses by 

disaster information. 

In fact, disaster information has some issues in practical fields such as flood of information, over-

dependency, waiting attitude. To improve this situation, we propose “Disaster Response Switch 

(DRSwitch)” which is judgement of some actions against disasters at common timing in a community 

through synergetic integration of public disaster information and community local information. The 

DRSwitch provides an opportunity to consider when residents change their consciousness from nor-

mal mode to disaster mode so that the DRSwitch works as a social system to improve use of disaster 

information in a community and increase risk communication. Advanced disaster information needs 

new concept of relationship to users with some social system such as DRSwitch to work them effi-

ciently. 

As a trial, we tried to develop disaster response switches with a voluntary organization for disaster 

prevention community of Kawamo Community in Takarazuka city in Hyogo, Japan. We conducted 5 

workshops; i) explanation of the switch, ii) consideration of candidates, iii) check of weather infor-

mation related to the candidates based on real cases, iv) consideration of their responses against 

water-related disasters and v) summary of them. In addition, we prepared a WEB tool for checking 

various disaster information in daily life. 

Some concrete DRSwitches were developed in the consequence of this trial. Personal awareness 

on local risks were shared as common risk information in the community. In addition, the residents 

were able to choose necessary information from flood of information, and became to use the public 

disaster information in relation to local situations. On the other hand, some issues were found such 

as social cost to develop DRSwitches and necessity of professional’s engagement to check whether 

the developed DRSwitches are proper or not. 
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Moreover, the DRSwitches were classified from three viewpoints; purposes, judgement standards 

and risk assessment. Depending on risk situations of the DRSwitches, necessary information and 

roles of the stakeholders are different. These classifications indicated important points to develop 

DRSwicthes in a community. 
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AREAS* 

Natural hazards 

 Seismic 

X Flooding 

 Subsidence 

X Hurricanes 

 Landslides 

 Volcanic eruption  

 Wildfire   

 

Technological and manmade hazards 

 

 Chemical and petrochemical industry 

 Nuclear industry 

 New and emergent technologies 

 Transportation 

 Natech 

 Critical infrastructures 

 Cyber attacks 

 Terrorism 

 

Complex hazard interactions and sys-

temic risks  

 

 Climate change and its impact 

 Natech 

 Epidemics / pandemics 

 Critical infrastructures 
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Learning from experience 

 

 Organizations, territories and experience feedback 

 Expertise and knowledge management 

 Weak signals 

X Early warning systems 

 

Social and human sciences for risk 

and disaster management 

 Human, organizational and societal factors 

X Risk perception, communication and governance 

 Systemic approaches 

X Risk and safety culture 

 
Resilience, vulnerability and sustainability: concepts and 

applications 

 History and learning from major accidents and disasters  

 
Territorial and geographical approaches to major acci-

dents and disasters 

 Social and behavioral aspects 
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Cross-disciplinary challenges for inte-
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 Compound/cascading disasters (simultaneous and/or co-

located) and Mega-disasters 

X Connecting observed data and disaster risk management 

decision-making 

X Practical applications of Integrated Disaster Risk Man-

agement 

 Development and disasters  

 Build Back Better (than Before) 

 Disaster-driven innovation and transformation  

 STGs and disaster governance 
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 Disaster impacts and economic loss estimation  

 Cost-benefit approaches 

 Insurance and reinsurance 

 

Decision, risk and uncertainty 

 

 Decision aiding and decision analysis. 

X Disaster risk communication  

 Ethics. 
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 Responsibility 

 Governance, citizen participation and deliberation 

X Community engagement and communication 

 Scientific evidence-based decision-making, modelling 

and analytics 

 Policy analysis 

 Uncertainty and ambiguity 

 Multi-criteria decision aid and analysis 

 Operational research 

 

Artificial intelligence, big data and text 

data mining 

 

 Disaster informatics, big data, etc.   

 Deep learning 

 Neural networks 

 Experts systems 

 Text data mining 
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  Groundbreaking 

  Assesses developments in the field, in one or more 

countries 

  Other (Please specify) 
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  Review 
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Abstract 

Rainfall data are significant inputs for spatial flood risk assessment. Conventional method of flood 

risk assessment usually utilize historical rainfall data and extreme value theory to design or generate 

rainfall according to certain return period to estimate flood risk. Arguments on these methods concern 

about weather historical data can represent and infer future scenarios. From another direction, with 

the development of global circulation model (GCM) and regional climate model (RCM), future climate 

change can be simulated given some initial conditions. Therefore, the climate model simulated rain-

fall may be used for flood risk assessment. Even through, the discussions on the advantage and 

disadvantage of using historical rainfall data and climate model simulated rainfall data for flood risk 

assessment are rare. Taking Shonai river basin, Aichi prefecture, Japan as case study area, this 

study compared the flood risk assessment using GCM-based rainfall simulation data and using his-

torical rainfall data. The historical rainfall data was collected from 13 rain gauging stations around 

the study area. The GCM-based rainfall simulation data is obtained from Database for Policy Deci-

sion-Making for Future Climate Change (d4PDF), which is consist of a large ensemble of climate 

simulations with a 60 km atmospheric general circulation model and dynamical downscaling with a 

20 km regional climate model to obtain probabilistic future projections of low-frequency local-scale 

events. A rainfall-runoff-inundation-loss estimation procedure is established. Risk is assessed in the 

form of probability distribution of loss, which represented by exceedance probability curves that links 

probability of hazard occurrence to distribution of economic consequence. This study finally dis-

cussed the differences of risk assessment result from using two datasets and point out merit and 

demerit of them. 

Keywords: Flood risk assessment, GCM-based rainfall simulation data, historical rainfall data, 

d4PDF 
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Abstract 

At the forefront of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction is the measurement and com-

prehension of risk from natural hazards and disasters such as those caused by earthquakes. To 

better understand and communicate earthquake risk, a multitude of initiatives have developed state-

of-the-art modeling capabilities and software tools. Few, however, have incorporated the ability to 

assess natural hazard impact potential beyond direct physical impacts and loss of life to account for 

the interconnectedness between hazards, the built environment, and the socio-economic character-

istics of populations that create the potential for harm or loss. 

This presentation discusses the development, workflow, and use of the Global Earthquake Model’s 

OpenQuake Integrated Risk Modelling Toolkit (IRMT). The IRMT is QGIS plugin that was developed 

by the Global Earthquake Model (GEM) Foundation in Pavia, Italy and co-designed by GEM and the 

Center for Disaster Management and Risk Reduction Technology (CEDIM) in Karlsruhe Germany. 

The plugin allows users to form an integrated workflow for the construction of risk metrics using an 

integrated approach through a GIS-based platform. Particular focus is placed on earthquake risk 

assessment where results are drawn from seismic hazard, exposure, property loss, and the vulner-
ability (i.e. characteristics that create the potential for loss) and resilience of populations (i.e. the 

ability of systems to prepare for, respond to, and recover from damaging hazard events).  
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Abstract 

While many approaches for assessing earthquake risk exist within the literature and practice, it is the 

dynamic interrelationships between earthquake hazard, physical risk, and the social conditions of 

populations that are the focal point for disaster risk reduction. It is within this context that the meas-
urement of social vulnerability (i.e. characteristics within social systems that create the potential for 

harm or loss) has become a major focus area for governments, communities, and researchers. Met-

rics aimed at measuring social vulnerability to earthquakes suffer from a number of key limitations, 

however. For instance, hazard and community context are often ignored, attempts to validate metrics 

are largely non-existent, and most indicator-based methods represent a broad-brushed approach 

that might neglect the true underlying drivers (or lack thereof) of social vulnerability within communi-

ties. 

The purpose of this presentation is to describe a quantitative framework and methodology developed 
by the Global Earthquake Model (GEM) for assessing social vulnerability from earthquakes and its 

usage to promote disaster risk reduction. To improve upon the status quo in social vulnerability indi-

cators development for seismic events, our starting point was to: 1) define a set of indicators that are 

context specific to earthquakes; 2) delineate indicators within categorical areas of social vulnerability 

that are easy to understand and could be put into practical use by DRR practitioners; 3) propose 

indicators that are validated using historical earthquake impacts and machine learning techniques as 

well as through consultations with practitioners; and 4) to define indicator sets that are regionally 
specific. With improved metrics, our vision is to provide governments, risk managers, community and 

business leaders, and researchers new opportunities to create initiatives and equitable public policy 
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programs to increase the capacity of communities to mitigate, respond, and recover effectively and 

efficiently from damaging earthquake events.   
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